22ÈME FESTIVAL
TERRITOIRES EN IMAGES
PHOTO ET CINÉMA DOCUMENTAIRE

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS OF DOCUMENTARY
FILMS COMPETITION
For its 22nd edition, the PICTURING TERRITORIES festival organized by the ARRIMAGE association
maintains its documentary film competition.
The theme of this year’s competition is, as every year: TERRITORIES
The submission deadline is April 20th, 2018.
The PICTURING TERRITORIES film competition has 5 steps:
1. Filmmakers wishing to participate send a download link to their films or, a DVD directly to
the association address headquarter
2. Arrimage selects among the received films
3. Nominated filmmakers are notified by email
4. Nominated films are screened during the PICTURING TERRITORIES festival
5. The Jury awards and the Arrimage award are presented to the winning filmmakers
Arrimage declines all responsibility for the loss of material or data before it reaches the official
headquarters of the association.
Who can enter the competition?
The PICTURING TERRITORIES film competition is open to all, regardless of age or occupation. The
same filmmaker (same name and surname) may submit only one film to the competition.
What can be submitted to the competition?
The PICTURING TERRITORIES film competition is open to any film which the filmmaker views as
offering a documentary outlook on the theme of the festival (TERRITORIES).
- The film must not exceed 60 minutes in length.
- The film must be submitted in DVD format.
- The film must be understandable to a French audience.
- The film must be submitted with a presentational text (500 characters maximum) along
with the information requested in the registration form (see below)
How can I participate?
The filmmaker sends their film and the registration form (see below) before April 20, 2018.
When will the selection be known?
In early July, the selection will be announced publicly on the website and via email to the selected
filmmakers.
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What happens if I am selected?
We will contact you to establish the screening schedule, respecting your availability as much as
possible to ensure that you can participate in the discussion following the screening.
What are the dates of the festival?
The festival will take place in November 2018 at the Institut de Géographie in Paris, 191 rue SaintJacques (75005). Exacts dates will be communicate shortly.
Who awards the prizes?
The festival’s film jury is composed of professionals, students and teachers. Jury members will be
known and announced no later than the opening of the festival. The jury does not attend
postscreening discussions. Arrimage association also presents an award. The jury announces the
award-winners at the end of the festival.
What happens to the films after the festival?
Arrimage association keeps the films and seeks opportunities to circulate them after agreement
with the filmmaker. With the director agreement, the film will be available for people who
participate to the crowdfunding of the festival for a duration of 10 days on Vimeo.

